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Quantitative Evaluation of
Nuclear System Reliability and Safety Characteristics
J.B. Fussell, Member IEEE
H.E. Lambert
Abstract-This essay treats aspects of quantitative evaluation of nu-

clear system reliability and safety. The implications extend to analysis
in other industries. The article reflects an attitude stemming from ex-

perience in analyzing systems containing highly reliable hardware. The
factors that contribute to the unavailability of standby safety systems

at nuclear power plants are identified and are illustrated by a tutorial

example. Pitfalls of quantitative analysis are discussed.
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gram, fault tree, cause/consequence chart, event sequence diagram, fault tree & event tree, etc.) is optional. The logic model
is then usually simplifed by eliminating portions known to be
negligible. This reduction, if necessary, is a delicate procedure
involving considerations of s-dependence, logic structure, and
preliminary quantitative analyses. The reduced logic model
forms the basis for the quantitative analysis.
the
quantitative rlablis
Generally, the utility of quantitative reliability analysis lies
in gaining understanding that leads to system improvements,

forms

utiit

of

rather than in the values obtained for the system reliability
characteristics. For example, these system improvements can
be based on the importance ranking of logic-model basic events.
The concepts and theory of s-importance as applied to nuclear
systems are given in [1] . Engineering judgment can be incor-

porated into s-importance calculations, and meaningful s-importance rankings can be determined based on the relative occurrence rate of the basic events.
Conventional reliability and safety methodology is designed
to analyze hardware, while the issues of major importance to the
nuclear system analyst often do not have their foundations in the
1. INTRODUCTION
hardware existing in these systems. Malfunctions leading to imNuclear-system reliability and safety engineers and analysts portant consequences that have generic hardware failures as their
source frequently are overwhelmed during quantitative analysis
are becoming increasingly concerned with quantitative evaluations for reasons that include:
by software-induced malfunctions and by human error, for reasons that include the following.
1) Increasing emphasis being placed on risk assessment;
1) Nuclear power industry hardware designs have historically
2) Advancements in quantitative analysis methodology dur- reflected a fundamental concern with reliability and safety.
ing the previous five years;
2) Quality assurance requirements on nuclear system hardware usually are strict enough to challenge the state-of-the3) Increasing availability of failure data.
art of manufacturing and assembly techniques.
Quantitative nuclear-system reliability analysis is concerned
3) Systems critical for safe plant operations are, generally,
with:
multiredundant.
4) The attempt to reduce software-induced malfunctions
and human errors has not been as successful as the effort direc1) Identifying the weaknesses and strengths of system beted toward reducing hardware-induced malfunctions.
havior with respect to a given system objective;
Since hardware malfunctions are of fundamental concern
2) Pointing out the sensitivity of the system reliability performance to maintenance, testing, human factors, and hardware to the nuclear system analyst, a hardware-oriented analysis is
often a starting point for a more in-depth analysis. In addition
quality;
to
hardware-induced malfunctions, areas affecting system re3) Determining relevant system reliability characteristics
such as the unavailability, unreliability, or s-expected number
liability and safety considered in a more in-depth analysis
of occurrences of a specified system malfunction; if a system
might include:
failure is to be treated as a basic failure in a more global analysis, the system hazard rate and repair rate are of interest.
1) maintenance
2) testing
Steps generally preceeding a quantitative system reliability
3) operations
analysis are in part qualitative and include:
4) repair procedures
5) environmental effects
1) System definition,
6) other human interactions
2) Logic model formulation,
7) other secondary failure causes.
3) Logic model reduction.
The type of logic model formulated (reliability block diaIn practice, appropriate treatment of these factors is tedious.
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Fig. 1. Containment Spray Injection and Low Pressure Injection System

In many cases, considerable method development is required
before a standard methodology is found for their treatment.

These factors will be discussed in that order. The containment
spray injection system and the low pressure injection systems
shown schematically in Figure 1 are used for illustration. These
2. AN ILLUSTRATION
systems are typically located in a pressurized water reactor
nuclear power plant.
To illustrate the basic concepts of considering hardware and
Hardware Contribution, Q. In the event of a LOCA the conother factors, a simplified example is given for system unavaila- tainment spray injection system, CSIS, and the low pressure
biity quantification. The approach is that used by the Reinjection system, LPIS, start on two signals: the consequence
actor Safety Study, WASH-1400 [21, for standby Engineered
limiting signal and the safety injection signal. When the conSafeguard Systems, ESS.
tainment pressure reaches 1 psig, the consequence limiting
Engineered Safeguard Systems include standby safety syssignal initiates actions that open the motor operated valves, V1,
tems that mitigate the effects of a Loss of Coolant Accident
V2, V3, and V4, and start pumps, P1 and P2. A LOCA causes
(LOCA). WASH-1400 was concerned with the factors that
low coolant pressure that produces a safety injection signal.
could cause these systems to fail when needed.
This signal initiates action which starts low pressure injection
In particular, efforts were directed toward two major areas, pumps, P3 and P4. These pumps and valves are active com1) the possible existence of undetected failures for extended
ponents. We are concerned with two types of failure: 1) failtime periods caused by either human or hardware related faults ure to start and 2) failure to continue operation, given a successand 2) the system downtime due to scheduled maintenance or ful start. Based on the data collected for WASH-1400, point
testing. Four major factors contributing to system unavailaestimates of component unavailability were obtained.
bility considered in WASH-1400 are:
Q pump (failure to start)-n /ifdemand
1) random hardware failures,
Q pump (failure to run as long as required, given start)2) maintenance,
3 x 10~5/hr
Q valve (motor-operated, failure to open or close)- 1 f/demand
3) periodic testing,
4) human error.
Q valve (inadvertently opens or closes at t > 0)-r106 fhr.
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Maintenance Contrtibution, M. Preventive maintenance is required to prevent unacceptable component failure rate increases
over the plant life. Scheduled maintenance of the CSIS and
LPIS pumps is assumed to be lognormally distributed on an interval ranging from 1 to 12 months, with mean of 4.5 months.
The maintenance duration is assumed to be lognormally distributed on the interval between 30 minutes and 24 hours, with
mean of 7.1 hours*. The average unavailability of one leg of
the CSIS or LPIS due to maintenance is then (7.1 hours)/(720
hours per month x 4.5 months) = 2.2 x 10-3 . In general, the
interval unavailability due to maintenance was calculated from
the relationM=f(acts per month) x t(hours per act)/720 (hours per month)
where / is the maintenance frequency, and t is the
length of duration of the maintenance act. A maintenance
contribution is calculated only for hardware requiring isolation

Thesyst mantibutionTTechnicancspe.
ing
ifice
T.
Conrib
on,
TechniCa
secificati
TuclearRestig
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) require that thetheCCSIS
f

and LPIS be tested once a month [5]. Each leg of the CSIS is
effectively disabled when tested. Tests of each CSIS pump
take at least 15 minutes each; technical specifications require
plant shutdown if the CSIS pump is unavailable for more than
four hours. Based on these two extremes, the mean test duration (lognormal distribution) is 1.4 hours. The unavailability of
each CSIS leg is then 1.9 x 10-3 . LPIS pumps have an override capability permitting automatic return of the pumps to a
functional status and are excluded from this contribution. A
similar expression can be given for the interval test unavailability, T = f x t/(720 hours per month), where f is the testing frequency as required by technical specifications and t is the duration of the test.
Human Error Contribution, H. Young and Conradi [3] concluded that human error contributed to ESS unavailability in
three major ways:

1) Operational errors such as premature or inadvertent shutdown of subsystems, erroneous switch operation, misinterpretation
ofpoedrs
~
tation
of
procedures.
2) Testing errors whereby subsystems are exposed to loads
or stresses beyond design limits, improper test equipment, and
improper test configurations.
3) Maintenance faults such as failure to return a system to
operational readiness and miscalibration of sensor circuits.

disable the entire CSIS in the event of LOCA. It was estimated
that the probability of leaving one valve open due to human
error is 10-2. If the actions of closing both valves after the
test are s-independent, the probabilitv of both valves being
being
tes
e pro
openare
dues-indpnd
to human error
is (1 babIlity2
x 10- )2=1 x 10- ,compared
to 1 x 10-2 for complete s-dependence. The log-average (loose
s-coupling) of these two values (1 x 10-3) was used.
In other cases, two human actions could be completely
s-dependent. For example, since the procedures for operator
action inafter
realigning
the ambiguous,
suction of the
pumps
LOCA are
thelow
twopressure
separateinjection
actions of
manipulating switches to open valves V1O and V 1I of Figure I
are assumed to be completely s-dependent. Related human
actions that could simultaneously fail both redundant legs are
referred to as the common-cause contribution for system un-

ofboth1v4v

availability.
In some cases, a single human action that could disable an
entire Engineered Safeguard System can be identified. During
maintenance of the LPIS, motor-operated valves V9 and VIO
are closed. If the operator forgets to open either V9 or V1O,
the entire LPIS is disabled. These two acts of omission represented 53%
of the total calculated LPIS unavailability as shown
1 [4].
inTable
e L J

TABLE 1
Engineered Safeguard Systems
SYSTEM
HARDWARE
TEST &
Low pressure recirculation

system (LPR)

HUMAN
MAINTENANCE

Sodium hydroxide system
(NaOH)
Safety injection control
system (SICS)

75%

14%
75%
51%

38%

system (LPIS)

15%

20%

Consequence limiting
control system (CLCS)
Containment leakage (CL)

65%

Reactor protection (RP)

44%

Low pressure injection

18%

53%o
91%

33%

Where procedures are repetitive or similar, the concept of
s-coupling was used in quantifying human error. Four levels
of s-coupling were used in WASH-1400:

1) No s-coupling (viz., complete s-independence),
2) Loose s-coupling,
3) Tight s-coupling,

4) Complete s-coupling (complete s-dependence).

During test of the CSIS, an example of s-coupling exists.
Manual valves in both CSIS legs must be opened. If the valves
are left open after test, enough water would be diverted to
*The upper limit of 24 hours is used because

iS
AL = Q +M + T.
For two redundant legs, X and Y, the total system unavailability,

...
technical specifications-

by the NRC require plant shutdown if maintenance lasts more than 24

hours [15.

System Unavailability, A. For one of two redundant legs,
the leg unavailability due to hardware, test and maintenance

A, in terms of a first order expansion of the minimal cut set

probabilities can be expressed as follows:
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+

Acss5

Qy +Qx(My + Ty) + Qy(Mx+ TX)

QCC+ Qsingles

(3)

where Qcc is the unavailability due to human actions that are
considered coupled, and Qsingles are human and hardware- failures that can disable the entire system. A does not include
(Mx + Tx)-(My + Ty) since technical specifications prohibit
maintenance or testing on two legs simultaneously when the
reactor is at full power.
In (3), the contribution

QHDW QxQY + Qsingles

(4)

is called the hardware contribution.

QTM QX(My + Ty) + QY(Mx + TX) + Qsingles
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LOCA = QHDW + QTM + Qcc
=

3.2

x

10-4 + 1.5 x 10-4 + 1.9 x 10-3

= 2.4 x 10-3.

Vesely's [4] compilation of the relative contribution of
QHDW, QTM, QCC to system unavailability for various ESS
systems considered in WASH-1400 is given in Table 1. The contributions do not add to 100% because there are other failure
causes not listed, such as environment-caused failures, failures
due to combination of human errors and hardware failures.
3. COMMENTS ON EXPRESSING UNCERTAINTY
IN QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

Component failure characteristics and repair characteristics
vary among nuclear systems due to different operational prois referred to as the test and maintenance contribution. Qsingles cedures, varing environments, etc. Thus, for a particular nuclear
system, these characteristics are uncertain. Additional uncerdenotes hardware or human failures that are related to test
tainty is introduced during quantitative predictions because
and maintenance action.
Ref. [5] shows that the CSIS hardware contribution is dom- of incomplete knowledge concerning these characteristics for
inated by two event minimal cut sets, i.e., QHDW = QXQY = any components that have been used as a data source.
Appropriate expression of this uncertainty in the input to
(1.8 x 10-2)2 = 3.2 x 10-4 where Qx (or Qy) is, in turn,
system quantitative evaluations is of considerable concern and
dominated by the s-independent event of the maintenance
has been the subject of considerable controversy during the
crew failing to open one CSIS manual valve after test, with
establishment of IEEE Project 500 [6], an effort to catalogue
probability 10-2.
failure data with uncertainties. Uncertainty in this input data
The test and maintenance contribution can be calculated
is considered in more detail in this issue in [7].
since
The uncertainties in the input characteristics are then 'pro=
=
x
1.9
x
=
through the calculations' to express uncertainty in the
pagated
i0-;
2.2
0-3,
TX Ty
Mx =My
output system reliability or safety characteristics of interest,
e.g., unavailability and unreliability. This is presently done
(5) then results in
with the Monte Carlo technique by the following steps:
QTM = 1.5 x 1
1) The uncertainty in each component input (failure rate,
mean dead time, etc.,) is expressed using a statistical distribuThe common-cause contribution to CSIS unavailability is
tion.
now considered. The consequence limiting control system
2) A s-independent random number from each of these dis(CLCS) initiates CSIS operation. The probability of miscalitributions is acquired.
brating all sensors in the CLCS is estimated to be 1 x 10-3.
3) The system characteristic of interest is calculated using
Another common-cause contribution involves leaving both
these random values.
manual valves closed after test. In this case, the common4) Steps 1, 2, 3 are repeated until enough output values are
cause contribution is calculated as
obtained to establish the distribution of the output system re1 X 10-3 I X 10-4 = 9 X 10-4.
liability characteristic.
5) An interval estimate of the output system characteristic
is established that contains the output system characteristic
The subtraction is needed since the case of s-independent acwith a specified likelihood.
tions of closing both manual valves separately is included in
the hardware contribution.
This technique was applied during WASH-1400 [2] . The
The common-cause contribution is computed as
technique is in essence an empirical Bayesian approach in which
the uncertainties in failure data are expressed in terms of prior
QC= 1 X 10-3 + 0.9 x 10-3 = 1.9 x 10-3.
distributions. An example of 90% likelihood intervals is given
in Fig. 2 [4] for the systems given in Table 1. Of major imThe probability that the CSIS is unavailable, given a LOCA, is portance is the fact that these intervals reflect only uncertainty resulting from uncertainties in the input data. No
then the sum of the three contributions indicated:
(5)
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understanding of the basic events in the logic model, the quan-

titative analyst is unlikely to assign meaningful failure and repair characteristics to these basic events.
Sometimes for maintained systems, the system logic model
and, subsequently, the reduced logic model is not s-coherent
[8]. As an example, any logic model containing secondary
failure development is not s-coherent [9]. All available direct
analytic solutions require that the input logic model representation be s-coherent. If these logic models are not transformed
into s-coherent logic models, the errors can cause erroneous
conclusions and recommendations.
Another pitfall of quantitative analysis is failure to define
T
_ clearly the objectives of the quantitative analysis and subsequently to report the wrong system reliability characteristic as
-4
.the factor of merit for the system. For example, if the system
W T g failure being analyzed is immediately catastrophic, unreliability
is usually meaningful but unavailability is usually not meaning-
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A standard assumption of quantitative evaluations is that
all component failures do not exist at some initial time. If a
system functions in a sequence of configuration (phases), a
standard procedure is to analyze the system mission one phase
at a time. In this case, a correct solution is only obtained by
employing detailed Phased-Mission methodology [10] .

RP

Fig. 2. Characteristic System Results

5. CONCLUSIONS
uncertainty resulting from a less-than-perfect logic model is reflected in these interval estimates.

4. SOME PITFALLS OF QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Quantitative reliability and safety analysis of nuclear systems is increasing. Unfortunately, many of the techniques are
still in academic stages of development. New methods of
analysis appear continuously in the literature; only a few withstand the acid test of application.
With the intense effort to obtain meaningful quantitative
results during WASH-1400, several points became clear:

Inappropriate input information is a pitfall of quantitative
evaluations because it is sometimes disguised by 'hand waving'
and by complex computer programs used for quantitative eval1) A great deal of useful knowledge results from quantitative
uations. Areas that have potential for introducing inapproanalysis that is independent of the numbers generated.
2) Reporting quantitative results as an interval estimate that
priate input include:
reflects uncertainty in the input data is advantageous.
3) Analytic techniques, such as the fault tree methods,
1) Inappropriate use of failure related data,
often require considerable limitation, even modification, be2) Oversights and omissions in the logic model,
fore meaningful quantitative results are obtained.
3) Unjustified simplification of the logic model,
4) Management policy.
4) The 'efficient' computer programs available at present are
Management policy is included because organizations are
frequently structured to preserve an individual's area of
specialization. That is, one group of analysts constructs the
system logic model without benefit of detailed understanding
of quantitative evaluation methodology while another group
performs the quantitative evaluations without understanding
the subtle details of the logic model. Without an appropriate

rarely capable of efficient direct analysis of complex nuclear
systems.
Quantitative reliability and safety analysts are asked to synthesize system behavior from limited knowledge of system component behaviors. The required calculations involve much
more than applied probability or statistics. The accuracy of
the predictions reflects the analysts' engineering experience,
creative insights, and dedication.
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This is a fair book. If your company/department has a library section on Value Analysis, this book ought to be in it, and you ought to
at least look it over. (A quite favorable review of the book appeared
in the IEEE Newsletter of the Electrical Insulation Group, vol. 12, 1976
June, p. 7.)
This book overemphasizes decision theory and numerical decisionaids. They have their place, but it is all too easy to confuse arbitrariness
with accuracy. The example on page 58 uses the word "momentum"
for (bending) moment, and gets a little confused about whether i1 is a
constant or variable; although the entire example could be safely
ignored.
Chapter 7 is better left unread. The first example (buying a car)
car
shows a 'score' for 3 cars of 78, 79, 80; and then says that theshows
whose score is 80 "... is the best buy." Baloney-the analysis

that there is probably little difference between the cars (as far as the
in the evaluation are concerned). Just buy the one your brotherfactors
i-a sslig
m-law is selling.
Chapter 9 is a very enthusiastic exhortation on the use of statistics.
Some of us are more reserved in our appreciation of the statistical
approach.
An aspect of value analysis not treated at all is where the burden-ofproof lies when a change is suggested. Does the designer have to prove
that the change is not better, or does the value engineer have to prove
that the change is better. There is often a large amount of uncertainty
in the results of a change insofar as reliability is conerned; in those
situations the person who has to prove his position virtually always
loses.
All in all, a library might buy the book (and perhaps should for completeness), but only diehard value engineers would probably want their
own copies.

